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How to Use This Book!

All you need is a pencil, eraser, and a piece of paper!

Follow each drawing diagram step by step:

Tips:

Draw lightly at first, because you might need to erase some lines as you work.

Add details according to the diagrams, but don’t worry about being perfect! Artists frequently make mistakes - they just find ways to make their mistakes look interesting.

Don’t worry if your drawings don’t turn out the way you want them to. Just keep practicing! Sometimes drawing the same thing just a few times will help.

Once you’ve finished your drawing in pencil you can trace it with a black fineliner pen and color or paint it to your liking.

You can draw a new item or character every day for 365 days - or use your creativity to combine multiple drawings into an entire scene.

Turn the page for some cool composition ideas!
Put drawings together to create full scenes!

- **Underwater Scene** -

  - #14 Crab
  - #16 Starfish
  - #18 Stingray
  - #282 Mermaid
  - #21 Hammerhead Shark
  - #23 White Shark
  - #24 Whale

- **Fishing Scene** -

  - #29 Fishing Pole
  - #30 Fish
  - #79 Waterfall
  - #292 Boy
Put drawings together to create full scenes!

--- Outer Space Scene ---

- #196 Round Alien
- #197 Happy Alien
- #198 Squid Alien
- #203 Rocket
- #201 U.F.O.
- #206 Planet
- #279 Astronaut

--- Flying Fairies Scene ---

- #97 & #100 Butterflies
- #110 Flower
- #205 Rainbow
- #284 & #286 Fairies
- #287 Bird
- #288 Toadstool
Add perspective to your drawings by using the vanishing point and a perspective grid!

The “vanishing point” is a point on the horizon in which a set of parallel lines appear to converge into a single point. For example, railroad tracks appear to converge in the distance in this photograph:

To use a perspective grid, lightly draw guide lines with a pencil as shown below with a ruler. Then use the grid as a guide for how to angle your lines accurately to convey perspective as shown in the bottom demonstration.

To learn more about making your drawings look 3 dimensional with perspective, read our free tutorial at: www.woojr.com/perspective
Did you enjoy this drawing adventure?

If you’d like to purchase the print version of your free bonus drawing books for kids, you can find them at these links:

The Drawing Book for Kids
https://amzn.to/2KMHEkK

The Mindfulness for Kids Mandala Drawing Book
https://amzn.to/2Znu2Ak
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Did you enjoy this drawing adventure?

If you’d like to purchase the print version of your free bonus drawing books for kids, you can find them at these links:

**The Drawing Book for Kids**

https://amzn.to/2KMHEkK

**The Mindfulness for Kids Mandala Drawing Book**

https://amzn.to/2Znu2Ak
This children’s drawing book gives you 365 things to draw every day for an entire year — animals, characters, food, plants, vehicles, sports, holidays and more. Every mini drawing lesson is broken down into easy to follow step by step instructions, so that ALL budding artists can create a masterpiece.

Woo! Jr. Kids Activities has been providing teachers and parents with hundreds of FREE creative and educational resources since 2008. Visit us for more kids crafts, printables & art projects www.woojr.com
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